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1. For novel scientific methods it is important to quantify what the limitations 
of the nuts and bolts are.  (Chapters 2-3) 
2. Dislocation glide creates steps at the polymer/metal interface which may 
initiate failure.  (Chapters 4-6) 
3. Only one law in science exits: lying is not allowed. Any other laws of science 
should be considered approximations of measured phenomena. 
4. It takes little understanding to observe, but significant understanding to 
teach. The epitome is the full understanding required to teach a machine. 
5. At present global economy depends on people who ignore the traditional 
guidelines for successful business, and do useful things instead. 
6. It is easier to reach novelty if you don't know where to look. 
7. If you make a mistake, make sure you can repeat it. 
8. A microscope works best if there is no sample inside.  (Jeff De Hosson) 
9. You do not need to compare yourself to others in order to improve; you 
only need to compare with yourself.  (Willem-Pier Vellinga) 
10. We long for a caring Universe which will save us from our childish mistakes, 
and in the face of mountains of evidence to the contrary we will pin all our 
hopes on the slimmest of doubts.   
 (Yuri Nesteroff as Zakharov, Sid Meier's Alpha Centauri, video game) 
